A cascade model is a rule induction methodology using levelwise expansion of an itemset lattice, where the explanatory power of a rule set and its constituent rules are quantitatively expressed. The sum of squares for a categorical variable has been decomposed to within-group and between-group sum of squares, where the latter provides a good representation of the power concept in a cascade model. Using the model, we can readily derive discrimination and characteristic rules that explain as much of the sum of squares as possible. Plural rule sets are derived from the core to the outskirts of knowledge. The sum of squares criterion can be applied in any rule induction system. The cascade model was implemented as DISCAS. Its algorithms are shown and an applied example is provided for illustration purposes.
Introduction
The main subject of this paper is the explanatory power of a rule. Conventional rule induction systems give accuracy and coverage [1] or support and confidence [2] to a rule, but we cannot use a single measure for the explanatory power of a rule. Furthermore, we cannot know what portion of a problem has been solved by the rule.
The author proposed a cascade model [3] to solve this problem in discrimination rule induction. The model expanded the itemset lattice used in association rule mining [2, 4] , where each item was expressed as a [attribute: value] pair of explanation attributes. The class distribution of instances was attached to each itemset in the lattice. A link in the lattice was employed as a rule:
IF item-0 added on [item-1, item-2, …] THEN Class = class-1 where item-0 is the item added along the link, and the other items in the LHS (left hand side) are those on the upper end of the link.
The latent discrimination power of the rule was defined as the product of the number of instances and the potential difference between the nodes,
where U and L denote the upper and the lower nodes, respectively. The gini-index calculated from class dis tributions was employed as the potential of a node.
The total power of the problem was defined as a root-node-power in (2). Then, the explanatory power of the rule was quantitatively evaluated with respect to the rootnode-power.
root-node-power
A view of cascades appeared when nodes and links are regarded as lakes and waterfalls, respectively. The problem of finding discrimination rules was transformed into the problem of selecting a set of powerful waterfalls explaining most of the rootnode-power. The method was implemented as DISCAS software and successfully applied to an analysis of House voting records.
In this paper, we give more sound definitions to the power of a waterfall and to the potential of a lake based on sum of squares (SS). The next section gives a formulation of SS decomposition in the case of a categorical variable. Section 3 discusses the rule expression. Algorithms for the selection of rules are described in Sect. 4, and the results of an application to a simple illustrative dataset are shown in Sect. 5.
Decomposition of Sum of Squares
It is well known that the total sum of squares (TSS) of a continuous variable can be decomposed to the sum of within-group sums of squares (WSS g ) and between-group sums of squares (BSS g ) by the following equation [5] . If we derive the same equation for a categorical variable, BSS g will be suitable as the power definition of a link to group g.
(3)
Following the description in [6] , Gini showed that the SS definition for x could be transformed to (4) , and that the distance definition of a categorical variable by (5) led to the expression of SS by (6) , (4) (5) (6) where n shows the number of instances, a, b each designate an instance, and p(α) is the probability of class α. The formula in parentheses in (6) is the gini-index. This definition of SS leads to the expressions of TSS and WSS g in (7) and (8),
If we give the definition (9) to BSS g , the decomposition of TSS in (3) is shown to be valid [7] . Thus, we can employ BSS g as the latent power of a link in cascades. Furthermore, the sample variance of a group, the quotient of WSS g by n g , can be considered as the potential of a node.
An example of SS decomposition is shown in Fig. 1 , where TSS: 160 is decomposed to BSS and WSS for the groups 1 and 2. The class distribution of the lower right group is opposite to that of the upper node, and hence the link between these nodes obtains a large BSS g value, as expected. Another interesting example of SS decomposition is shown in Fig. 2 . A part of SS at node-0 is decomposed to node-1, of which WSS is again divided to nodes -2, 3. Another possible decomposition is shown by the dotted lines, where the same SS is directly decomposed into nodes -2, 3. In both cases, summation of the relevant BSSs gives the same value: 1.792. However, addition of the BSSs between nodes -1, 2 and between nodes -0, 3 gives 2.007. This result indicates that conservation of SS is guaranteed only when BSSs are taken from the links in a tree. 
BSS(1)
SS decomposition can be applied recursively. Then, the SS at the root node of a decision tree is decomposed into the BSSs of all the links and into the WSSs of all the terminal nodes. Hence, the SS at the root node may be regarded as the total power of the problem to be solved.
Rule Expression
Let us suppose a rule link between nodes U and L as shown in Fig. 3 Selection of items in the RHS consists of two steps. First, we choose veiled attributes with BSS values that exceed a given parameter. Then, we select a value, α, of the attribute that corresponds to the maximum term in the summation of (9) . If there are plural values with the same contribution, the value with the largest p g (α) is selected. All [attribute: value] pairs thus derived are written as items in the RHS. The selection of rules based on BSS values allows recognition of negative interactions among items, that is, the percentage of instances may decrease along a link, which it is also important to know.
Extraction of Rules
We have developed DISCAS (version 1.3) software that can detect interactions using the BSS of a class variable and of explanatory variables. The resulting rules are called discrimination rules and characteristic rules, respectively. An efficient lattice generation algorithm appears separately [8] . Here we show two key concepts in the extraction of rules.
Selection of Candidate Rule Links by Voting.
We associate an instance to a link, if the item added along the link is contained in the instance. An instance selects the l links with the highest BSS values among the associated links. The selected links receive a vote from this instance. Links with at least m votes are chosen as candidate rule links. Default values of l and m were set to 3 and 1.
As for a BSS value, we use that of the class attribute when we generate discrimination rules. The sum of the BSS values for all veiled explanation attributes was used to generate characteristic rules.
Plural Rule Sets and Rules Selection.
Rules are expressed as a group of rule sets. The rules in a rule set are selected so that their supporting instances cover all instances.
We have employed a greedy algorithm to extract rules from candidate links. That is, the link with the highest BSS value is selected as the first rule in the first rule set. Its supporting instances are deleted from the support of the remaining candidate links. This process is successively applied to the candidates, until there are no candidates with supporting instances. The rules selected constitute the first rule set.
After a rule set is created, we recover the initial supporting instances for the remaining candidate links, and creation of the next rule set proceeds as for the first. The rule induction process is complete when all the candidates are expressed as rules.
Application to Cars Dataset
DISCAS has been applied to a simple cars dataset to illustrate the capability of the cascade model. This data set consists of only 21 instances and 10 categorical attributes [9] . The problem is to predict the mileage of cars from the other 9 attributes. The entire lattice was created except the itemsets containing mileage attributes. Default values are used for the selection of rule links. The first rule sets for discrimination and characteristic rules are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. Discrimination Rules. The eight rules in Table 1 are ordered according to their BSS values. For example, we should read the eighth rule as follows, Vowels are omitted from attribute names in the table. The number of supporting instances and the confidence levels are 5 (60%) and 3 (100%) on the upper and the lower nodes, respectively. The three BSS values have the following meanings. The L-BSS (latent BSS) column shows the BSS values defined in Sect. 2. Of the supporting instances for the eighth rule, one have already been used for the sixth rule, and hence the number of effective instances remaining is 2. The E-BSS (effective BSS) column shows the effective part of the L -BSS. The R -BSS (BSS from root node) column denotes the BSS of a link from the root node to the virtual node consisting of these effective instances. We can sum R-BSS in the rule set, and compare the value with SS at the root node. The SS of the mileage at the root node is 6.0, while the sum of R-BSS and E-BSS of the rules in the rule set are 5.17 and 7.21, respectively. The difference (0.83) between the sum of R-BSS and SS at the root node is equal to the WSS of the lower node of rule-4.
The top four rules in this rule set cover 16 out of all 21 instances, and their R-BSS explains 68% of the SS at the root node. We do not need to worry about numerous rules, because we can stop rule inspection when the sum of the BSS values reaches close to the SS at the root node. If our interest in a discrimination mechanism is from a different viewpoint, we can browse rules with high latent BSS values in the succeeding rule sets.
Characteristic Rules. The first rule set among the explanatory attributes consists of the three rules in Table 2 . The RHS column shows the veiled items where L-BSS exceeds 1.0. The column at the right end shows the sum of the R-BSS values of all items except the class attribute: mileage. In rule-3, there are no items with high L-
BSS.
The sum of all R-BSS in this rule set is 16.4. We can say that 39% of the SS at the root node (41.81) is covered by these 3 links. This suggests a moderate correlation among the 9 explanatory attributes. On the other hand, the sum of R-BSS values for the class variable: mileage explains only 23% of its SS at the root node in these 3 rules. If our object is the segmentation of cars, these 3 links will lead to good starting clusters, but they are not necessarily good for mileage prediction.
Related Works
In statistics, considerable effort has been directed to detecting interactions among variables [10] and to generating decision trees [1] . Many clustering methods use the sum of squares criterion for continuous variables [5] . However, there has been no attempt to use the sum of squares definition of categorical variables as a criterion in tree formation or in clustering.
Levelwise construction of lattices is now an accepted method [2, 4] , and there have been attempts to extract classification rules using association rule miners [11, 12, 13] . Many measures to select rules have already been discussed [14] . Among them, our method has common conceptual points with maximal guess [15] and exceptional knowledge discovery [16] . Detection of interactions using the χ 2 statistic is especially relevant to the current work [17] . However, no research to date has recognized the importance of SS.
Concluding Remarks
Decomposition of SS has been proposed to give a criterion of rule power in the cascade model. The DISCAS system has been applied to the induction of discrimination and characteristic rules, giving satisfactory results. The method is expected to be a powerful tool for data analysis. Further, we have shown that the RHS of a rule can be found from the distribution of veiled items at the LHS nodes. This finding has led to an efficient pruning methodology [8] .
Algorithms employed are subject to change, but the SS criterion can easily be adapted to other systems and will provide a useful measure. SS is one of the core concepts in statistics, so bridging between statistics and rule induction is expected.
